
Published Role Title Graphic Designer

Location Needham

Salary & Benefits 5%

Job Advert Description

Junior Designer(SYS-23908)

What You'll Do:

Develop creative work to brief, on time and to budget for both
trade and consumer marketing communications globally.
Examples of this could include: - Packaging design - Consumer
promotions - Content to support our seasonal campaigns -
Content to bring to life our brand foundations - Photography or
imagery to support seasonal campaigns in retail or online
Working within the Clarks Core design team with the Creative
Team Lead and to deliver creative work that meets the brand
guidelines and brand personality.
Be aware and up to speed with cultural, fashion, typographic and
graphic trends globally and how to reflect these in design
concepts that are relevant to consumers.
Be able to produce highly finished visuals that communicates the
design concept.
Be up-to-date with the latest brand guidelines and their best
practice use to meet different communication challenges. To be
aware of any amendments/changes that are implemented.
Ensure that the strict project timetables agreed with stakeholders
are always met.
Meet agreed performance objectives and ways of working and
identify and progress key areas for possible development.

What You'll Bring With You:

Graphic/creative work that is delivered to a high standard, to brief
and within agreed timelines
Great ideas brilliantly executed across every piece of marketing
collateral
Design concepts that reflect the latest cultural, fashion,
typographic and graphic trends where relevant to Clarks.
All outputs deliver the brand in a consistent and compelling way
Creative solutions that are delivered on time in full.
Design solutions that link powerfully to the creative idea making it
easy to sell the work to key stakeholders.



Ongoing development of creative skills, technical skills and
competencies

About Clarks
Clarks, based in Somerset, England, has been at the forefront of
innovative shoemaking since its foundation in 1825, when brothers
James and Cyrus Clark made a slipper from sheepskin off-cuts. At the
time it was ground-breaking: a combination of invention and
craftsmanship that has remained at the heart of what the brand does
now. In the Clarks archive of more than 22,000 pairs are shoes that
have sparked revolutions and defined generations. From the original
Clarks Desert Boot, first designed by Nathan Clark and launched in
1950, to the iconic Wallabee, each design has an instantly
recognizable signature that makes it unmistakably Clarks.
This season, we’re proud to introduce the Clarks Collective: five
incredible activists championing authentic social change. From mental
health awareness and LGBTQ+ rights to greater racial equality, these
trailblazers are committed to creating a brighter future for us all –
bringing to life Clarks’ new global campaign, For the World Ahead.
Through spotlighting their stories and supporting their chosen charities
and initiatives, we’re ready to lead the way. After all, we’re originators,
not imitators. It’s who we are, who we’ve always been. And to change
the world of tomorrow, we’re doing things differently today.
Clarks International believes that the principle of equality of opportunity
is fundamental to the company's operations. Our long held aim is to
provide just and fair treatment for all employees. We will not
discriminate on the grounds of sex, age, disability, marital status,
colour, race, religion, ethnic origin, sexual orientation or gender
reassignment.
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